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ALL PRICES ARE BY REQUEST. 
Please complete our “Get a Quote Form" in our online catalogue with the product codes you are 

interested in and we will send a quotation to you. Link: https://www.zenddu.com/online-catalogue 

CUSTOM: Many products can be custom made changing sizes, materials and finishes. 

SHIPPING: We ship gloablly to trade buyers & for hospitality projects. 

zenddu@gmail.com 

LQ. +6281999920209   Online catalogue
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ONLINE CATALOGUE LINK 

https://www.zenddu.com/online-catalogue 
Visit our online catalogue where we have over 10.( 

product ind 100's of PDF catalogues to download 
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All wooden furniture is kiln dried and conforms to Indonesian legal wood requirements
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AlLimages are used for illustrative purposes only, Pictures of the items were taken in different light 

conditions and using various photographic equipment. All images are meant to be samples only 

and are not intended to provide a perfect match to the actual product color. Colors and photo size 

may vary based upon your screen resolution and other computer settings outside of Zenddu's 

control. Allimages and colours are not intended to form part of any contract or warranty. 

Due to the fact most of our goods are hand-made, using natural materials there will be slight 

variations in material markings, finishing, colours and sizes. Zenddu reserves the right to change the 

specifications of any product due to the availability of raw materials or to improve the design. 

Customers will be informed before ordering if any change is made. Any order is accepted subject to 

you agreeing to our our terms and conditions of sale. 
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